BAIR HUGGER FLEX WARMING GOWNS
PRODUCT

PART NUMBER
81103
81003
82003
83103
83003
83203
84103
84003
84203
90065
90091

Patient Warming Gown

Patient Warming Gown With Booties

Patient Warming Gown Kit
Patient Booties

SIZES

UNITS

Small (44" long; 55" sweep)
Standard (51" long; 64" sweep)
X-Large (51" long; 122" sweep)
Small (44" long; 55" sweep)
Standard (51" long; 64" sweep)
X-Large (51" long; 122" sweep)
Small (44" long; 55" sweep)
Standard (51" long; 64" sweep)
X-Large (51" long; 122" sweep)
Standard Booties
XL Booties

20/case
30/case
20/case
20/case
30/case
20/case
20/case
30/case
20/case
30 pairs/case
30 pairs/case

BAIR HUGGER PLUS WARMING GOWNS
PRODUCT
Patient Warming Gown

Patient Warming Gown Kit

Patient Warming Gown With Booties

PART NUMBER
81102
81002
81202
84102
84002
84202
83102
83002
83202

SIZES

UNITS

Small (44" long; 55" sweep)
Standard (51" long; 64" sweep)
X-Large (51" long; 122" sweep)
Small (44" long; 55" sweep)
Standard (51" long; 64" sweep)
X-Large (51" long; 122" sweep)
Small (44" long; 55" sweep)
Standard (51" long; 64" sweep)
X-Large (51" long; 122" sweep)

20/case
30/case
20/case
20/case
30/case
20/case
20/case
30/case
20/case

BAIR HUGGER OR WARMING GOWNS
PRODUCT
Patient Warming Gown

Patient Warming Gown With Booties

Patient Warming Gown Kit

PART NUMBER
81501
81101
81001
81201
83501
83101
83001
83201
84501
84101
84001
84201

SIZES

UNITS

Pediatric (33" long; 40" sweep)
Small (44" long; 55" sweep)
Standard (51" long; 64" sweep)
X-Large (51" long; 122" sweep)
Pediatric (33" long; 40" sweep)
Small (44" long; 55" sweep)
Standard (51" long; 64" sweep)
X-Large (51" long; 122" sweep)
Pediatric (33" long; 40" sweep)
Small (44" long; 55" sweep)
Standard (51" long; 64" sweep)
X-Large (51" long; 122" sweep)

20/case
20/case
30/case
20/case
20/case
20/case
30/case
20/case
20/case
20/case
30/case
20/case

BAIR HUGGER PATIENT BOOTIES
PRODUCT
Patient Booties

PART NUMBER
90065
90091

SIZES

UNITS

Standard Booties
XL Booties

30 pairs/case
30 pairs/case

For additional information on 3M normothermia solutions please contact your 3M representative,
call 800-228-3957 or visit bairhugger.com.
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Degrees matter.
3M™ Bair Hugger™
Warming Gown System

Degrees matter, beginning
with the degree of care
and comfort patients feel
before, during and after
surgery.
At 3M, we use science to help you influence the most important
aspects of a patient’s experience — the outcomes — with clinically
proven solutions that help safeguard them during surgery. The
3M™ Bair Hugger™ warming gown system helps maintain patient
normothermia throughout the surgical process to avoid the
expensive, and often preventable, complications associated with
unintended hypothermia.
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Warmth before, during and after surgery in a
single patient gown.
• Pre-op. Prewarm the patient to provide warmth, ease anxiety1 and
help offset the negative consequence of redistribution temperature
drop caused by the induction of anesthesia.
• I n the OR. Maintain normothermia during the surgical procedure to
help avoid unintended hypothermia that can impact patient outcomes.
• P
 ost-op. Continue warming to aid recovery and improve the patient’s
experience.

Quiet, lightweight and simple to use, the Bair Hugger Model
875 patient adjustable warming unit connects to the gown
to provide the air flow necessary for both prewarming and
post-operative comfort. It can be easily located on the wall,
bedrail, IV pole, table or other flat surface.
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Meet the needs of the patient
and the surgical team.

Clinical outcomes

Patient prewarming is necessary to help prevent
hypothermia. A drop of just 1.5°C to 1.9°C in patient
temperature has been shown to have profound adverse
effects on patient outcomes and health care costs.2
The 3M™ Bair Hugger™ warming gown system can:
• Seamlessly integrate into pre-op protocols.
• Help avoid intraoperative hypothermia3 with as few
as 15 minutes of prewarming.

Patient experience

Only 3M offers active, adjustable warming capabilities
in a gown, allowing patients to control their own thermal
comfort before and after surgery. Opaque material,
wrap-around coverage, four size options and single-use
design protect modesty and boost patient satisfaction:
• 73% of participating patients said the Bair Hugger
warming gown system had a positive impact on their
surgical experience.5

• H
 elp prevent the significant reduction in core body
temperature that occurs in the first hour following
anesthesia induction.

• Parents of pediatric patients report a positive
perception of the Bair Hugger warming gown and
appreciate being able to hold their children while they
are being warmed.6

• J
 ump-start patient recovery before surgery even
begins4 by helping avoid the negative and costly
impacts of unintended hypothermia.

• Patients warmed with the Bair Hugger warming
gown experienced decreased levels of anxiety and
apprehension, along with increased comfort.7

Cost of care

The Bair Hugger warming gown system can improve
work flow, reduce cost and boost efficiency. Its use
across the surgical journey allows standardization on
one product for less reliance on cotton blankets and
gowns.8,9 Use of a Bair Hugger warming gown can lower
the spend on linen: Studies have shown that the cost
per use of a cotton blanket is a surprising $1.63.8,9,10 And
continuous warming can save nursing time by reducing
trips to the blanket warmer.

A difference you can feel.
Three warming gown styles:
• B
 air Hugger™ flex warming gown. Allows flexibility with
separate upper- and lower-body inserts. Built right into the gown,
a head drape, tie strips and adhesive strip for better positioning.
• B
 air Hugger plus warming gown. Eliminates the need to
reposition the gown in many procedures with one hose port for
prewarming or comfort warming, and two hose ports for clinical
warming.

3M Bair Hugger flex warming gown
positioning options
TM

TM

When a patient arrives in the OR wearing a Bair Hugger flex warming
gown, the surgical team can position the gown as required to provide
optimal warmth without impeding surgical access.

Upper Body

• B
 air Hugger OR warming gown. Offers comfort and clinical
warming throughout the perioperative process. Includes one hose
port for prewarming or comfort warming and one hose port for
clinical warming.
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